Did you know?

What you see here is "World Trade Center 7“, the third skyscraper that collapsed on 9/11, at 5:20pm EDT. The above picture sequence shows its collapse in intervals of one
second. It took 6.5 seconds for it to fall completely, free fall from the same height (570 ft) would take 6 seconds -- in a vacuum. So, one can certainly say that WTC7 fell without
noticeable resistance. This fact, coupled with the apparent symmetry of the collapse, implies that all of the building‘s 83 vertical steel columns must have failed completely and
simultaneously -- a behavior which, before or after this day, could only be the result of controlled demolitions. But in the case of WTC7, all governmental investigative committees, the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) in particular, claim to this day that it was merely an accident, caused by falling debris from WTC1 and 2 (i.e. the
Twin Towers) and ensuing fires. And yet, the official scientific explanation of this hitherto unprecedented phenomenon is still missing -- now more than 5 years later.
Of course, everyone shall arrive at personal conclusions regarding the credibility of both theses -- controlled demolition or accident -- but not without considering the following:

"In my opinion, WTC7 was professionally demolished with great
probability", says Hugo Bachmann, professor emeritus of structural
analysis and construction at ETH Zürich. And Jörg Schneider, professor
emeritus for structural analysis and construction at ETH Zürich as well,
also interprets the few available video recordings as evidence that
"WTC 7 was demolished with great probability."
Swiss Daily „Tagesanzeiger“, Sept. 9, 2006

Below you see a partial transcript of an interview
with Danny Jowenko, a Dutch demolitions specialist
with more than 20 years of experience, for the Dutch
TV show ZEMBLA. Jowenko had not seen or heard
anything about WTC7 -- just like you, probably -- and
responded entirely unprejudiced:
DJ: That is controlled demolition.
Z: Sure?
DJ: Sure!
(..)
Z: But that also occurred on 9/11.
DJ: On the same day?
Z: On the same day.
DJ: The same day?? Are you sure?
Z: Yes.
[Pause]
DJ: Was it definitely the 11th? That is impossible!
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This building, similar in
design to WTC1, 2 & 7
was struck by the worst
fire in the city‘s history
in 1988. The fire raged
on for 3.5 hours. A subsequent investigation
found:
"no damage to any
structural members“
Never in history has a steelframed highrise
collapsed from fires -- apart from 3 on 9/11
-- allegedly.

